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A straight-three engine also called an inline-triple or inline-three [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] is a
three-cylinder piston engine where cylinders are arranged in a line along a common crankshaft.
Less common than straight-four engines , straight-three engines have nonetheless been used in
various motorcycles, cars and agricultural machinery. A crankshaft angle of degrees is typically
used by straight-three engines, [9] since this results in an evenly spaced firing interval. Another
benefit of this configuration is perfect primary balance and secondary balance , however an
end-to-end rocking couple is induced because there is no symmetry in the piston velocities
about the middle piston. A balance shaft is sometimes used to reduce the vibrations caused by
the rocking couple. Other crankshaft angles have been used occasionally. The Laverda Jota
motorcycle used a degree crankshaft, where the outer pistons rise and fall together and inner
cylinder is offset from them by degrees. This results in three power strokes evenly-spaced at
degrees each, and then no power strokes during the final degrees of crankshaft rotation. The
Triumph Tiger motorcycle uses a "T-Plane" crankshaft where the crankshaft throws are at 90
intervals, such that the throws for cylinders 1 and 3 are separated by degrees therefore the
three throws together forming a "T" shape when viewed from the end. The Subaru EF engine is
a 4-stroke petrol engine which was introduced in and used in the Justy [7] and the Sumo the
export version of the Sambar. The straight-three versions of the Ford EcoBoost engine - a
turbocharged 1. The advantages of a straight-three engine for motorcycles are that it has a
shorter length than an inline-four engine and produces less vibration than a straight-twin
engine. Four-stroke straight-three engines have been used in road bikes and racing bikes by
several companies. The British company Triumph has produced several models with
transversely-mounted straight-three engines, such as the present Triumph Speed Triple [30]
and the present Triumph Rocket III. Two-stroke designs are less common in straight-three
engines than four-stroke designs, however several were produced by Japanese manufacturers
in the late s through to s. The Kawasaki triple engine was produced from to and was used in
various road bikes and racing bikes. An example of an agricultral application is the
Fairbanks-Morse 32E14 low-speed diesel engine, which is shown in the picture to the right
coupled to a water pump. The straight-three layout is common for diesel tractor engines, such
as the Perkins AD3. This engine was used in the Massey Ferguson 35 and Fordson Dextra
tractors, as well as for marine and stationary applications. From Wikipedia, the free
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other four cylinders reaching specific angles of rotation to balance the primary forces,
secondary forces and rotational torque of the engine nicely. This means that the primary and
secondary forces are balanced vertically, but the torque over the reciprocating pistons is not
matched in unison like in an I6. Instead, the engine is trying to naturally rotate and flip over on
itself. So to avert this, a balancing shaft is needed to counteract the twisting force. The torque
inbalance shared with inline-five engines makes for a rattling powertrain as the engine tries to
rock from end-to-end, even when balanced as much as physically possible. This is due to the
weight of the balancing shaft that the crankshaft has to work against, making these engines
less free-revving than their more-balanced counterparts. Counterweights can also be machined
into the crankshaft itself but they also add weight, decreasing its ability to rotate freely. Also,
due to the fact that ignition occurs every degrees, the crankshaft journals are spaced degrees
apart. This means that there will be a significant proportion of crankshaft rotation 60 degrees
when no power stroke is occurring. That reciprocatory feature leads to the lack of smoothness
in power delivery and large amounts of vibration that three-cylinder engines are notorious for.
The rough-running engine behaviour will be emphasised at lower engine speeds especially, due
to the lack of power strokes occurring. Despite these shortcomings, there are plenty of reasons
why many manufacturers these days are choosing three-cylinder engines. For example, BMW
uses the three-cylinder powertrain from the Mini in its i8 hybrid sports car. In terms of
performance, one less cylinder than a standard inline-four engine makes for a decrease in
frictional losses from the moving components. This factor along with smaller displacements
amounts to strong economy figures. With the reduced manufacturing costs when compared to
an I4, the next few years could become the heyday of the three-cylinder engine until the next
leap in IC technology occurs. Have you ever owned a three-cylinder car? Does a smaller
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Torque Pro. The engine control module ECM in the modern automobile continuously monitors
and modifies engine operation to deliver the most efficient power. In this case, diagnosis and
repair would be necessary to bring the engine back into specification. Cylinder balance is one
method the ECM uses to measure engine efficiency. With each cylinder firing, the crankshaft
accelerates past 2, rpm, at that moment, and decelerates below 2, rpm. Using the CKP, the ECM
can detect slight variations in engine rpm, that is, the acceleration of each power stroke, and
can determine how much each cylinder is contributing to the engine, that is, the balance
between each cylinder. Depending on year, make, and model, DTC P may have number of
causes. Here are some of the most common. Depending on the severity of the fault, you may or
may not notice any drivability issues. Depending on the fault mode of the vehicle, you may
experience reduced engine performance and fuel economy. If the problem is severe, you may
experience rough idle or cylinder misfire. Due to the complexity of the system, as well as tool
expense and availability, you may be limited in your ability to diagnose this problem. This site
uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed. Every time I take it
to a shop I get conflictiin g information and an extremely high bill. We should have an article up,
soon, to help you out with your truck. The DTCs refer to one of your injectors and cylinder
balance, which is not as severe as a misfire and could be harder to recognize and diagnose.
Skip to content. Notify of. Miles: Miles. Engine: Engine. Inline Feedbacks. Crystal Nims.
Benjamin Jerew. Crystal- We should have an article up, soon, to help you out with your truck.
This can happen for multiple reasons and a mechanic needs to diagnose the specific cause for
this code to be triggered in your situation. Our certified mobile mechanics can come to your
home or office to perform the Check Engine Light diagnostic. P is a generic diagnostic trouble
code DTC indicating an issue with the firing of cylinder 3. The Check Engine Light will remain
until the code is repaired. P has a variety of symptoms. In some cases, the driver may only
notice the Check Engine Light and no other symptoms. In other cars, the vehicle may run
poorly, misfire, stall, become hard to start, and experience poor gas milage. There are many
different systems that cause the P code, so it is critical to follow all steps in the proper order:.
Now, a visual inspection will be performed looking for wear, broken components, leaks, and
damaged wiring. Like any other diagnosis that is done, all steps must be followed to avoid
mistakes that waste time and money. The most common mistakes are overlooking fuel issues or
a leaking air intake as the cause of the misfire. Though the spark plugs themselves are the most
common cause, they are not the only cause for P P can cause drivability symptoms, such as
lack of power or the engine running poorly, that may make it more uncomfortable to drive. In
these scenarios, P should not prevent the car from being driven to a safe location. Once the
vehicle is in a safe location it can be diagnosed and repaired promptly. A scan tool that can
view live engine data from sensors is very important when diagnosing P This allows technicians
to see long-term fuel trims, intake air sensor readings, fuel injector operation and misfire
counters for cylinders. All of this data is used to help determine which system is causing P
Spark plugs are normally replaced at service intervals provided by the vehicle manufacturer.
They do not last the life of the vehicle and are one of the most common causes of misfires in
vehicles, especially ones with higher milage. If vehicles are equipped with a distributor that has
a cap and rotor system, these will be replaced with regular service intervals as they are
mechanical parts that wear over time. On vehicles with spark plug wires, the wires are usually
replaced when the plugs are done, as heat from the engine causes the wiring to fail over time.
Newer vehicles may be equipped with a coil pack setup. When the coil packs fail, they can be
slightly different to diagnose. The easiest way is to move the suspected coil pack to another
cylinder; if the misfire changes to the new cylinder, then the coil pack is the cause. Coil packs
are normally replaced as a set. YourMechanic offers certified mobile mechanics who will come
to your home or office to diagnose and repair your vehicle. Get a quote and book an
appointment online or speak to a service advisor at With YourMechanic you can skip the auto
shop altogether. They send certified and screened mechanics straight to your door and enable
you to save big on car repair and maintenance. Cost of diagnosing the P code. No more waiting
rooms! Our mechanics will come to you to diagnose and fix the P code. Recent Check Engine
Light is on Inspection reviews. Excellent Rating. Rating Summary. Gustavo 17 years of
experience. Request Gustavo. Gus was extremely helpful and knowledgeable. Would use him
again and again for any issues in the future. Johnathan 7 years of experience. Request
Johnathan. Johnathan was punctual and very courteous and knowledgeable. You want this man
to help you when your car is on the fritz. Excellent Personality Excellent Service!!! Travis 13
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early and that worked great. He was to the point, friendly and very helpful in teaching me about
my vehicle and what was going on. Very personable. Related questions Car stalling when
stopped The codes all reference engine misfires. Continued misfires can cause the catalyst to
fail and block the exhaust. The past diagnosis you had that the coils could be bad was correct.
The coils and plugs should be replaced first and Read more. Don't understand CEL Codes. The
codes P through P are for misfires of random cylinders or different cylinders. The second code
P is for the evaporative fuel tank system having a leak somewhere in the system. Since you are
getting random misfires, then I P, P, P, and P codes are read on the scanner. Hi there. The codes
p and p are for the engine having a misfire. P is for a random misfire where p says that cylinder
3 had a misfire all the time. The code p means that the catalytic converter More related articles.
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